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Abstract

There are great advantages of indoor experiment for UAVs. Test flights of UAV in laboratory is more convenient, more cost effective, and safer than outdoor test in general. However, the position sensors widely used in UAVs are GPS based, which depends on satellite signals only receivable in open ground. Moreover, the accuracy of off-shelf GPS sensor is in meters, which does not qualify in small scale UAV test. The method proposed in this paper adapts cameras as sensors, and utilizes computer vision technics to processes visual information and extracts UAV’s position and attitude. This method is implemented on Microsoft Windows platform and tested in Clemson University UAV laboratory. The test results shows satisfying accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) research usually demands lots of test flights in addition to simulation. This is due to the incomplete model of the UAV and the difficulties in reproducing real world disturbance, including ground effect, lower level dynamics of motors and propellers, etc. Experiment in laboratory is sufficient to obtain real world fligh data while the safty issues could be easily handled. Indoor tests demand lower cost and shorter preparing time than outdoor ones as well. However, common navigation sensors which provide position and attitude in UAV projects requires GPS signals that is only available in open field. This is a primary problem that stop researchers from indoor test flights.

To solve this problem, Guenard [1] et al. proposed a visual servoing UAV system that uses onboard camera for navigation. Bethke et al. equiped onboard cameras on SWARM formed by multiple UAVs to enhance the performance of target tracking and motion estimation [2]. Both of these two approaches are highly concentratned on tracking applications. Thus, the UAVs do not sense the real world coordinates. Instead, their goals are minimizing the position error with other objects in the world. This is not sufficient if the UAV is performing a task involving absolute coordinates. For example, a UAV might commanded to work between two sites, and there is unknown or few clues for visual tracking to help navigating UAV between these two sites. Moreover, due to the relatively limited computing capability on the UAV, onboard cameras need transmitters to send the video signals back to control station. Camera and transmitter both consumes precious maximum payload of UAV, which could be utilized elsewhere.

The approach proposed in this paper uses two orthogonal placed cameras to detect color labels on the UAV. A UAV position and attitude estimator takes the color blobs position information on image plane as input and outputs the position and attitude information in homogenous coordinates form. In this paper the hardware settings and the underlying theory will be covered first to make the further discuss straight forward. Then the calibration procedure will be described which is essential for a functional system. Finally, we will see some experimental results will show the performance of the system.
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II. Method

The proposed system is consisted of three primary parts: hardwares, color blobs extractor, and UAV world coordinate estimator. They will be described in this section.

A. Hardware

The sensor system hardware contains two cameras and one computer for processing. These two cameras are both off-shelf USB webcams and is responsible for giving full coverage of the UAV workspace and they are placed in orthogonal position at the border of the rectangular workspace. They are placed on the same height above ground, have y axis that pointing to negative z direction in world coordinate system. These assumptions are only for simplification of formula and further calibration procedure, and does not affect the underlying theory.

The UAV we use in this paper is a Draganflyer quadrotor (Fig. 1). It is a highly challenging work to track such a complicated object with 6 DOF motion using low cost webcams in real-time. Color labels are attached to the motors of the quadrotor to simplify the front-end process (Fig. 2). Each motors is labeled with different color paper: motor 1 is with magenta, motor 2 with cyan, motor 3 with green and motor 4 with orange. These colors are arbitrarily choosed and any other colors that are easily distinguished from each other by cameras could be optional color set.
B. Color Blob Extractor

The color blob extractor serves as a front-end of the system. It processes the video frames and outputs the color blobs position on image plane. There are two major concerns in developing the color blob extractor: first, it should be fast enough to fulfill the real-time performance object; second, it should give relatively accurate results and resist to noise and changes in luminance conditions for practical reasons.

Many research have been done in color blob extraction, especially in robot competitions. Various color models are investigated to minimize the effect of luminance conditions. Brusey and Padgham proposed a decision tree method to achieve real-time color block extraction.

We stick to RGB color models because this is the format the camera chips output and the others are all linear or nonlinear combinations the raw RGB data. A 32x32x32 color lookup table is adopted to ensure the process speed while cost a little portion of memory in modern computer. In this way, the color classification is as simple as shift the value in 3 color channels and then look up the table based on the result. Due to the flexibility of the look up table, luminance condition variance could be handled by appropriately setup the table during training stage.

A two-pass centroid finding algorithm is adopted to filter noise from camera and objects with similar color. We assume the color label is dominant in the color interested, thus the color blob should reside in the standard deviation circle. So in the first pass, the general position of the color blob centroid is found with the effect of noise. In the second pass, only pixels lie in the rectangle of standard deviation is consider for centroid calculation. In this way, noisy pixels that is far away from the actual centroid is eliminated. Although the noisy pixels near the centroid is not guranteed to disappear, they have little influence on the centroid position.

C. World Coordinate Estimator

The world coordinate estimator is based on the stereo vision theory and knowledge of UAV geometry. First, world coordinate of color blob is calculated. Then the position and attitude of the UAV is calculated via geometry equations. Since we already have assumptions on camera position and orientation, it is possible to directly use homogenous transform to locate the color blob in real world.

The formula of real world coordinate and image pixel coordinate mapping is listed in (1), where $P$ is the combined camera parameters that contains internal, projective and external parameters, $x'$ and $y'$ are coordinate in camera, $x, y, z$ are real world coordinate.

$$
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(1)

Mapped on the image plane, $x_i = \frac{x'}{w'}$ and $y_i = \frac{y'}{w'}$ are held, where $x_i$ and $y_i$ are image pixel coordinate. $P$ could be represent as (2), where

$$
P = \begin{bmatrix}
p_1 \\
p_2 \\
p_3
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2)
Thus, the image coordinate can be obtained by the two equations below.

\[
x_i = \frac{x'}{w'} = \frac{p_1 \begin{bmatrix} x & y & z & 1 \end{bmatrix}^T}{p_3 \begin{bmatrix} x & y & z & 1 \end{bmatrix}^T} (3)
\]

\[
y_i = \frac{y'}{w'} = \frac{p_2 \begin{bmatrix} x & y & z & 1 \end{bmatrix}^T}{p_3 \begin{bmatrix} x & y & z & 1 \end{bmatrix}^T} (4)
\]

If \( p_i \) is further split to \([p_{i123}, p_{i4}]\), where \( p_{i123} \) is first three numbers in \( p_i \) and \( p_{i4} \) is the number at the last column, the formula above could be reshaped as follows.

\[
(p_{1123} - x_i * p_{3123}) \begin{bmatrix} x & y & z \end{bmatrix}^T = -p_{14} + x_i * p_{34} (5)
\]

\[
(p_{2123} - y_i * p_{3123}) \begin{bmatrix} x & y & z \end{bmatrix}^T = -p_{24} + y_i * p_{34} (6)
\]

In this way, two camera could give four equations for \( x, y \) and \( z \) with two for each, which means this is a over determined system. Thus, \( x, y \) and \( z \) could be solved by least square if both camera could detect the same color blob. However, in some rare cases it is not true. Then the knowledge in UAV geometry could help to solve the real world coordinate. Consider 4 motors in the quadrotor form a square in 3D space, if any two of these points have known coordinate, which means they could be detected by both cameras, coordinates of the other two could be solved with information from only one camera. There are two possible scenarios: 1) two color labels on one edge is detected by both cameras and the other only detected by one camera. The equation of the plane orthogonal to the edge and on the centroid of the motors could be obtained by simple homogenous transform. Coordinate of other color blobs will also fit one of these two equations. With three equations, two from camera one from the geometry, the real world coordinate of the color blob could be easily solved. 2) two color labels on the diagonal line is detected by both cameras and the other detected by one camera. In this case, similar geometry could be applied for solving the coordinate. However, instead of having the plane pass the end of edge, the plane pass the center of the diagonal line.

Distortion fix is also important for this application. We use the distortion model describe in (7), where \( x_d, y_d \) is distort coordinate, \( x_n, y_n \) is image coordinate without distortion, \( r^2 = x_n^2 + y_n^2 \), \( k_{ci} \) is distortion characteristic parameters of cameras, \( dx \) is tangential distortion parameter [4].

\[
\begin{bmatrix} x_d \\ y_d \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 + k_{c1} r^2 + k_{c2} r^4 + k_{c3} r^6 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x_n \\ y_n \end{bmatrix} + dx (7)
\]

In practice, the distortion is not very high and the tangential distortion is very small. Thus, \( r^2_d = x_d^2 + y_d^2 \) instead of \( r^2 \) is used for calculate the undistorted image plane coordinate without great loss in accuracy.

After four motors position is obtained, the UAV’s position is assumed to be the center of these four points. And the attitude is easy to calculate by vector operation.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Calibration and Training Procedure

This system need a lot of calibration and training for working properly. Here is the test and calibration procedure.
B. Result

There is a running snapshot of the program in (Fig. 3). It shows current UAV position and attitude in homogenous transform in the upper left textbox. Below is the video signal received from both cameras.

Running on a Pentium D 2.8GHz PC with 1G RAM, the program runs 47.2 Hz in release mode, much higher than the frame frequency of the webcam, which is below 30Hz.

The accuracy for position is around +/- 1 centimeter, and the accuracy for attitude is not able to measure.

IV. CONCLUSION

A method for UAV position and attitude sensoring is proposed. It is consisted of the front-end color blob extractor and the position and attitude estimator. The method is implemented on PC platform. The proposed algorithm is able to supply relatively accurate result in position with real-time performance. Future work may include a TCP/IP server which will cooperate with current UAV controller running on QNX platform and better accuracy and higher update frequency by higher standard cameras and finer tuning of the system.
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